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"COMMUNICATIONS
SUNDAY -1967"
November 5, 1967

EDITORIAL
Proclamation • Communication
I Thess. 2:1-12
strong on proclamation. The preaching of the Word is
Temphasized;
radio time is purchased; books and magazines
HE evangelical wing of the Christian church has been

are published — dedicated to the proclamation of the Good
News.
There has been equal concern among evangelicals for
content. The content of the proclamation has been subjected to the plumbline of scripture — adding nothing the
scriptures do not include; omitting nothing they require.
One wonders if there has been an equal concern for
communication. There is a difference between proclamation
and communication. The one is concerned with the stating
of the message; the other is concerned with it being understood. The one is concerned with telling; the other is
concerned with hearing.
The Apostle Paul was concerned with both. He was
concerned with communication when in writing to the
Thessalonians he wrote ". . . we were ready to share with
you not only the gospel of God, but also our own selves . . ."
(I Thess. 2:8). Reading this scripture in context one finds
that Paul was aware that there is a limitation in the use of
"words" in communicating the Gospel.
Communication calls far sincerity and honesty. We are
told that as adults we are transparent to youth. This could
well be said about adults as well. It is a bit terrifying to
realize that we are all quite transparent to each other. The
degree of communication whether in preaching or witnessing, is related to the degree of our sincerity and honesty in
stating the meaning and benefits of the Gospel.
During my freshman year at Messiah College many
guest speakers came to the morning chapel hour. I remember one. He was not a dynamic speaker. He told no
humorous stories. He did not make an impressive appearance. However, during that hour one could have heard the
proverbial pin drop. At the close of the service I stated
my amazement at the response of the audience. A fellow
student replied, "Did it ever occur to you that he may have
been sincere?"
Communication calls for credibility. We have been
hearing the phrase "the credibility gap." This phrase suggests that there are factors which make it difficult to accept
at face value the statements made and cast doubt upon all
that is said. We may do well to ask ourselves "Why should
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one believe the Christian's witness or the "Church's proclamation?"
What are the evidences that the gospel is true and its
benefits possible? Does the unity and the fellowship of
the average congregation really exceed that of a fraternal or
service group? Does my life give evidence of values and
virtues which exceed that of my non-Christian neighbor?
Do I rely on "time to be the great healer" in the hurts and
sorrows of life or do I give evidence in these situations of
grace not available to those who know not the Lord?
If the proclamation is to be communicated "the credibility gap" must be bridged. Individual Christians must
give evidence of the fruit of the Spirit. The congregation
needs to manifest a oneness and an acceptance that is
beyond human explanation. The Church must evidence real
concern in areas where the human hurt is deep and hope is
lost. This concern needs to include a redemptive note that
meets man at his deepest need.
Communication calls for identification. We must understand the other person's problems and aspirations. We must
speak his language. We must speak to his needs. A great
amount of our talking is only to ourselves. This is true in
the case of the Sunday morning sermon; the radio broadcast, and the television program. We talk to ourselves in
terms we understand. This may be proclamation, but it is
hardly communication.
This identification is necessary at every level of social
life. It is necessary in the neighborhoods where we live.
It is necessary in the academic halls. It is necessary in the
urban centers. It is essential in those areas of our world
where the wounds are deep. In all of these areas we must
so identify ourselves with the other person that it is evident
that we really care. There needs to be a quality in this
concern for which there is only one word to adequately
describe it. That word is found in the New Testament.
It is agape love.
We are concerned that we do not confuse proclamation
with communication. We are equally concerned that we
do not equate communication with methods of transmission.
We must use all means available to us in our day, but
continue to remind ourselves that communicating the
gospel is in the final analysis dependent upon factors more
basic than methods. Factors that in the words of the Apostle
Paul call us to "share . . . our own selves . . ."
J.E.Z.

* Recommend, that the first Sunday in November be designated
in our congregations as "Communications Sunday, 1967," and we
further
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The gospel is truly relevant for every age, and the power
of the Holy Spirit to transform lives is ever available. The
message can never change, but there is a very real need to
evaluate our methods and means.

COMMUNICATING
with the

"NOW"
Generation
Hans E. Josephsen
Hans Josephsen is director of the Collegiate Division of the
American Tract Society, Oradell, New Jersey.

the church in this "now generation"
Tday?"is but
no longer, "What is wrong with the youth of our
rather, "How can we bridge the vast communicaHE QUESTION FACING

tion gap between the church and the tremendous student
population?"
Statistics reveal that more than half our population is
under 26 years of age. The U.S. Office of Education reports
that the college population is expected to increase four
times faster than the national population in the next decade.
High school enrollment is expected to rise 25 per cent
during the same period.
Yet the number of young people actively participating
in the church is declining. Only 22 per cent of American
youth between the ages of 15 and 25 are attending church.
If we fail to communicate the gospel to the "now generation," there will be no way possible to calculate the loss
in Christian leadership tomorrow. We cannot even begin
to estimate the potential of young people when they are
totally committed to Jesus Christ.
Is the Church Irrelevant?

The trouble is that too many of the younger set look
upon the church as antiquated and irrelevant as far as
their needs are concerned. Generally speaking, they view
the church as spiritually dead—living on memories, basking
in the sunshine of yesteryears. One youth speaks of the
church as "ingrown and stifling." Another speaks of it as
"a fellowship of phonies."
Could it be that they have seen too much of the hypocritical in the older generation, and have gone off the deep
end in search of new ideals?
Certainly modern young people evidence suspicion of
their elders. They take very little for granted and do not
hesitate to challenge any ideas and traditions accepted by
their predecessors for decades. They express themselves
frankly and honestly, and are quick to say what they think.
Admittedly there is a great need for the church to reexamine its outreach—its mission in the world for this age.
October 23, 1967

Missing the Boat in Christian Education

In the area of Christian education, for example, there is
a definite lack of communication. The majority of our
young people are not ready to face the demands placed
upon their faith as they step onto the campuses of our
high schools, colleges, and universities.
To be sure, they need to know the plan of salvation,
the Ten Commandments, the books of the Bible, and the
answer to the question, "What is the chief end of man?"
But they need to know much more. Many of them fall
flat spiritually when they leave the warm downy feathers
of "mother church" and walk smack into the brutal reality
of a raw world. Perhaps the reason is that through their
formative years we have been too busy answering questions
which they are not asking.
Perhaps we have told them so loudly and for so long
that we have a positive answer (which we have), that
we have overlooked the value of a challenging question.
A question does not necessarily indicate negativism, does
it? Could it not rather express the groping, searching
restlessness of young minds endeavoring to catch up with
a world that is causing them to run a race that is faster
than life itself?
Because they have not found the answers to so many
of their questions in the church, they have sought to find
them elsewhere.
A teen-age girl expressed the heartbeat of many when
she said, "We are looking toward a dying world. Many of
the oldtime virtues and values are about to croak! We are
searching and experimenting to find a set of values of our
own."
The dilemma of the "now generation" is expressed in
such a variety of cries. Here are some direct quotations.
Listen to them. Listen with your heart!
"We are the hope of the world, yet we have no hope
in it.
"Life is a puzzle . . . it drives me crazy because there
isn't a meaning to anything."
"Sometimes when I'm alone in my room, I just feel like
pounding my pillow. I'm so confused about the whole
world and everything that's happening."
"If only we could reach out more, express our feelings
and thoughts aloud. But who will listen?"
The Peril of Impatience

In my conversations with young people I have found
there is a never-ending search for individual identity.
Young people want to belong; they want to be a part of
something big, something going, a real "happening." They
are willing to commit themselves and all the energies of
life to an issue or ideology. They are looking for a commitment that is worthy of their lives.
The peril of it all is reflected in the impatience of
youth the world over. Young people want today what only
tomorrow can give them. They view the world as a tangled
mass of problems, and they desire desperately to do something about it. So they join the Peace Corps; they march
in protest to the war in Vietnam; they demonstrate for
free speech or civil rights.
(Continued on page twelve)
(3)

Room for Renewal
m
CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION
Robert A. Crandall
evangelical circles there is a healthy call for
Ttoo long
quality in Christian education. And it's time! We have
been content with mediocrity. What as tax-payers
ODAY IN

we would condemn in the secular schools, as tithers we
condone in the church. There is certainly room for reconstruction in Christian education.

Perhaps the reason for this problem is the subordination of the teaching ministry in the church. As theologian
Nels Ferre suggests in a new book, "To underplay education
is to impoverish the life of the church." All of a sudden
pastors and local church leaders are discovering poverty
in their churches, and they wonder why. Lackadaisical
leadership, unimaginative Sunday-school sessions, and the
"rutine" of years have taken their toll.
The immediate reaction is to throw out those vehicles
which have been used in a disappointing education program. Hence, one denomination has done away with Sunday schools and the youth organization. Perhaps these
agencies have run their course, and it's time for a change.
But let's not change until we fully utilize the potential in
the present Christian-education agencies and find something better with which to replace them. I, for one, am not
ready to sell the Sunday school short. Nor am I ready to
accuse a youth organization which has contributed so much
to the church of being worthless.
On the other hand, I do believe we are at a crossroads
in Christian education. In fact, the entire evangelical cause
is on trial. Unless we are willing to face up to our failures,
examine our motives, and analyze our methods in Christian
education, we are doomed to defeat. It is worse yet to go
on in the diabolical disillusionment which covers up our
ineffectiveness, stubbornness, and selfishness with a cloak
of "spirituality."
It is high time every local church took a good hard look
at its total educational program. There is simply too much
at eternal stake to muff the challenging opportunities of
today. The secular pressures and our Christian commitment both demand the best. In most churches there is room
for improvement. At least that's the observation of those
who regularly visit many of our churches.
While there are many needs in bringing about real
quality in Christian education, I would like to suggest five
fundamental areas in which immediate action would bring
about effectiveness:
(4)

1. The formulation of an adequate philosophy of local
church Christian education. Perhaps we should more rightly
start with a theology. Our education ministry must be
grounded in a clear understanding of God, His Word, and
His will. Then in the light of this discovery we can determine the role education should play in the church. Is it
only secondary, as many have assumed, or is it a primary
function? What changes would be made if the teaching
ministry was primary?
Is it unfair to say that most churches do not have clearcut objectives in their education program? Once objectives
are defined; then motives, methods, and materials can be
examined. If the concerned members of a local board of
Christian education would ask these simple questions and
attempt honest answers, they would be on their way to some
exciting new dimensions in their program: "What are we
trying to accomplish? What are the steps necessary to reach
our goals? How do our present efforts rate? What changes
should be made?" The ultimate success or failure in Christian education hinges on the philosophy a congregation has
toward it.
2. A more effective communication of the fundamental
message. There are those who say that the gospel is not
relevant for our day. But the problem has been in the
proclamation, not the product. The trappings have often
obscured the truth. We have taught our ideas rather than
God's ideals. Too often the church has had nothing to say.
Bible truths have been discussed without relationship to
today's world. Teachers and leaders need a sense of evangelistic urgency to get the message across. During the last
World War a sign hung over the table of the radio broadcasters in London which read, "Is what you are saying
worth a man risking his life to hear?"
Let's remember, too, that effective communication
means to live the faith. Recently Dr. Milo Kaufmann spoke
to a gathering of Wabash Conference Christian-education
leaders on the subject "Teaching Without Words," in which
he pointed out the place of attitudes and actions in the
learning process. Could it be that what we say is often
negated by what we do?
3. Better coordination of curriculum and activities.
Sunday-school classes, weekday activities, youth group
meetings, membership instruction, and worship services
should be coordinated for genuine Christian growth. Perhaps we should ask ourselves, "What kind of a person
should one be who has received all the educational ministries of our church?" Then the educational program
should be planned to produce such a person. Do the educational agencies complement each other, or is there competition and conflict?
4. Better trained workers. When the secular school
systems are setting much higher standards for teachers,
certainly the church ought to expect more from its workers.
The time is past when a person is given a class or youth
group in the church just to "give them something to do."
The response to the denominational service training program is gratifying, but the surface has been barely
(Continued on page eleven)
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Sounds Of The

Night

Margarete Ediger, Voluntary Service unit leader in
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Street are restless and disturbing.
S This evening,on James
teen-agers were throwing pool balls at
OME NIGHTS

each other, two boys were wrestling in space clearly
marked for storage only, a little girl tried to run off with
some dolls, and the piano—oh the piano! Why do they have
to pound it so? Why two and three at the same time?
Is it any wonder that it is out of tune, with about ten
hammers broken off? And then we remember many of
these kids have hunger for music, and a means of expressing feeling in this way is perhaps good. They have no
instruments at home—so they play, and pound, and sometimes we hear music!
There could not have been more than thirty-five tonight, but it seemed twice as many. There are moments
for all the workers when the ear becomes insensitive to
the yearning for recognition and security in the insistent,
clamoring voices, and the eye blind to the longing eyes
waiting for a look of affection and appreciation—times
when the clock seems almost to stand still.
But it does not. All is now quiet, except for the sounds
of the night which trickle through the second-floor livingroom window. Children screaming and laughing on the
street, running feet, drunken curses. "Oh Lord, there are
so many needs, show us how to help." There is the sound
of the key in the lock, as Hertha comes off work from
the p.m. shift. Then the sound of furniture being moved
—she and Delores bringing the storefront into perfect order.
"Thank you, Lord, for people who consistently walk the
second mile."
Midnight. A sick, tobacco cough. Who? Where? At
the neighbors? No, in our backyard, just under the bedroom window. A human form, trying to get rest, and sleep.
Should we unlock the garage door, to the "suite" (mattress
and covers in the trailer) which has already often been
used as sleeping quarters for homeless men? We look for
excuses: it is so mild tonight; this one is probably too
drunk to know the difference; we can't help everybody.
Let it go.
The clock shows one a.m. Children still screaming,
rowdy teen-agers singing. Footsteps downstairs — Dean
coming for ice cream, after a taxing day with Lynnwood's
emotionally sick children. So late? Five boys had run
away, and he had spent extra, weary hours searching, bringing them back, and getting them settled.
We go to bed, but not to sleep. The sounds of the
night, so full of heartache, are still there. A child screams,
not out of physical pain, but out of urgent need. Looking
out the window, we see a cluster of children, surrounded
by a few curious neighbors. We dress, and go out. The
children are almost strangers—after a year of being here
there are still so many whom we do not know.
It's really not hard to make an offer; "If you have no
place to sleep tonight, we'll be glad to make you
as comfortable as we can at the 'Welcome Inn.' " It's a
warm feeling to realize that now, more than earlier in the
evening, the name fits. Often we have been so busy and
preoccupied with problems in our little group to do honor
to the name.
October 23,1967

A paddy wagon pulls up at the curb; someone has
called the police. The oldest of the four, a girl of 14, tells
what has happened. Does she have a speech defect? No,
it is only anger and hurt making speech difficult. But we
learn this: the father has been in the hospital for twelve
weeks; he had to have a leg amputated. The mother is
drinking almost constantly, beating her children and chasing them out of the house often. So the children roam the
streets and creep into the house; when the mother falls
into drunken sleep, they feel safe. Tonight, a strange man
is in the house with her, and she has been screaming that
she would kill the oldest daughter if she came near.
The officers drive a bit farther to where the family lives.
The woman comes out, but it is hard to. see or hear. The
children also go over. Now you can't help but hear the
mother screaming at the children. A fat old man slinks out
of the house and trots hastily out of sight. One of the
neighbors next to us supplies a steady, profane commentary
—at the police, the woman, that "louse of a man," the world
in general. After a while, the woman disappears into the
house and slams the door.
The officers come to where we are waiting. "The
children say you'd be willing to take them in for the night.
Is this right? If you would give them a roof over their
heads tonight, we'd be much obliged." The smallest one,
a 6-year old girl with a pixie face and dark circles under
her soft brown eyes, soon trustingly lets us take her hand.
Now, where do we put them? The rug in the back
part of the storefront will do fine. Two Bussian featherbeds
come down from third floor, picnic quilts from the basement, and clean pillow slips are put on. Another trip to
the basement, to the tiny clothing storeroom, to find pajamas so the dirty T-shirts and dresses can come off.
Dead tired, they snuggle down quickly. We are warmed
by their concern for each other; "If you want the sleeping
bag, you can have it." Shall we pray with them? Perhaps
tonight it would be better that we pray for, not with, them
—they are so utterly weary, the time being past 2:30 a.m.
Walking up the stairs, we glance back at the four skinny
bodies tucked under the covers, and suddenly there is a
feeling of reverence and awe: "Could it be, dear Lord,
that you have visited us tonight? What an honor it is to
give a bit of ourselves to the least of these, Thy children."
Again, we are in bed. The sounds of the night have
almost ceased. But no—there is a shout from downstairs:
"The police! The police are here again!" Belax, dear boy.
It is just a lonely policeman tramping the street, checking
doors to make sure they are locked.
To bed, this time to stay, till morning. Outside, all is
quiet, and within, the restless, inner pull has ceased. There
is only this prayer, of confession and gratitude:
"Lord, so often we are too sleepy and sluggish to care.
Why are we so reluctant to step out of our safe little corner
to carry others' burdens? Why are we so timid—so afraid
of being rejected? Thank you that tonight you kept us
awake in order to be aware of the sounds of the night, and
to respond in some measure to them."
(5)

SCATTERED
They Went

Preach

It was not persecution but a number of consecutive years of drought that caused many
families in the Wanezi area to pull up their
roots and seek another country.
The area to which they went, their belongings piled high on lorries (trucks), was the part
of Rhodesia known as Gokwe. Arriving in this
far country they began to build huts and dig
fields.

This was strenuous work: carving homes in the wilderness was hard work for our forefathers. They were
not allowed to bring their few cattle left by the drought
to the new land, for this area borders on country infested
by the tsetse fly. They have goats and donkeys; the latter
are used for ploughing.
Rev. Sibanda made a trip to visit these remote members.
Last November a weekend Lovefeast was held in the area.
On June 13 we left Bulawayo for two weeks of evangelism in the area. With us were two evangelists, Philip Mpofu
and Jim Sibanda, both from the Wanezi area. Ina Ncube,
a Wanezi Bible Institute graduate, who helps with household duties and children's work, was also with us.
As the African would say, "Sa hamba, sa hamba, sa
hamba." (We went, we went, we went.) At the Midlands
town of Que Que we turned northwest and traveled a
hundred miles more into the bush country—in all about
250 miles north from Bulawayo. After the necessary stops
to ask the way we came to the home of Kiwa Kanye who
now has the Maviriviri preaching place. We were told
that a place had been prepared for us. Going down a steep
hill we found, in the tall grass, an inviting spot. Two
sleeping shelters had been erected out of grass, and a
cooking area circled with branches. Here we set up camp
next to the meeting place under the tree.
The "benches" which formed the meeting place consisted
of long poles laid in the forks of short poles stuck into the
ground. Supper was barely over when Kanye pounded
firmly with a steel rod on a piece of angle iron hung from
the tree. In a few minutes dusky forms emerged from the
tall grass and our congregation assembled. By the light
from a pressure lantern, the Scriptures were read and all
sang lustily to guitar accompaniment. They listened intently
and, the service over, crowded around to greet the team
and express joy at our arrival.
The days flew by, filled from morning prayers for the
team till the lights were turned out at night. We walked
miles to visit villages. Hearts filled with hunger for God
came home; children and young people also expressed
needs and found help. The story about one woman cannot be missed. Walking miles to the Sunday service, she
gave her heart to the Lord against the instructions of her
husband. When she returned home she found that the goats
had entered her hut and had eaten her clothes and blankets.
That night she awoke with a burden for her husband. As

(6)

Banana, pawpaw, and guava fruit trees abounded in his village. Part
of the team gazing into one of the deep ravines in the area. The
Zambezi River is about 150 miles beyond.

she weepingly poured out her heart to God, the husband
awoke and asked what was wrong. She told him of her
conversion and that she was now praying for him. Instead
of flying into a rage, he was deeply touched. How we
pray for his conversion!
To the Next Place!

Too soon we moved on to the next place. Jahana, so
named as Chief, is Solomon Khumalo, a former Mtshabezi
student. He is not at present in Church fellowship but
expressed a deep desire to return and asked that we pray
for him. What an influence for Christ and good he could
be!
This area abounded with powdery red soil. We slept
in one end of the church. Layers of grass were put on the
unfinished floor which helped protect us from the red dust
—which seemed to get into everything!
We were thrilled with the response of needy hearts.
One young man especially, told of his Christian life as a
child; how he slipped into dancing, drinking, gambling and
other sins, but now had come back to God. There were
over two hundred at the Sunday services which had a family
emphasis. As there were no shops at which to buy bread
as is usual for these meetings, the people brought sweet
potatoes and cooked dry beans. The sun was sinking toward
the west as the last folks said farewell and started home
after a day of real fellowship.
Safenkwe —

"Fairy Tale Shelters"

A week after our first arrival we moved on to Satenkwe.
This place was also different. Arriving near sunset we
found fairy tale shelters, made from nothing less than
sugar cane and kaffir corn stalks. We found that we were
over two miles from the church in the field of an old man
Evangelical Visitor
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Word
by Beth Frey

whose cane and corn provided our housing. Said house
was open to the sky and it was full moon. I was reminded
of a childhood jingle, "Boys and girls, come out to play.
The moon doth shine as bright as day." That's just how
bright is was. We were glad for sleeping bags and blankets, for the nights were cold and breezy.
The reason we were in the old man's -field, was that
he wanted his children to' hear the Gospel. A polygamist
himself, his vast family almost provided a congregation.
How he loved to sing, and one evening led his family in
singing a Karanga hymn (a dialect quite unknown to us).
There is nothing quite like a service around a campfire.
The children huddle close for warmth, while the mothers
keep the smaller ones tucked inside their heavy blankets.
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Visiting in the village of Sibanda, who is considering joining the sect
of Zionists.

on the morning of our departure, I felt a sudden tightening
of my throat as the one gave me a little bowl with about
a cup full of lima beans. She wanted to give of what she
had and she did not even have a decent dress. Her husband has been ill for months.
These folks are not lacking in starchy foods having had
a tremendous grain harvest. They are completely lacking
in an outlet for their excess grain. This means that there
is no cash economy. As we often thought, they cannot wear
clothes made of grain!
Most of our services were held under a tree in the
old man's field. Thursday we walked to the church for a
service with the group who were cleaning up inside and out
for the Sunday services.
Sunday Was a Great Day!

At 7:30 folks were passing our camp bound for the
church and the 10 o'clock service. When we arrived at
about 9:30 a large group was waiting and we could start
services on the dot of ten. How these people enjoyed the
discussions on family life and problems. Christians and
heathen joined together.
The church was a pole and mud building with a
thatched roof. There were no benches. A few men sat on
(Continued on page ten)
Team Members with the local pastor: Jim Sibanda, Philip Mpofu,
Pastor Kiwa Kanye, Beth Frey, Ina Ncube. Team member Glenn
Frey took the picture. The tree in the background provided shade
for our meeting. A church building has been started.

Visitation here involved hours of walking. Sometimes
we had to go miles around to avoid the deep canyons which
furrow the country. The terrain of the area is really spectacular: mountains which provided breathtaking views as
far as the eye could see, canyons lush with tropical vegetation. One could come on these sheer drops so suddenly as to
be almost frightening.
Two young mothers call for special prayer. Sisters, coming to the Lord from seemingly heathen background, have
left me awed by their faith. Their desire to be conformed
to Christ in thought, word, and deed was so sincere. Time
and again during our visits these words came to mind.
"Hearken, my beloved brethren, Hath not God chosen the
poor of this world rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom
which he hath promised to them that love him?" (James
2:5). With practically nothing in material comfort their
love for Christ was beautiful to see. Small wonder that
October 23, 1967

There are practically no schools for the children of this area. We
hope the government will soon be able to provide schools for those
pictured here.
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that many Christians today lack one of the most
important characteristics of all—love. I mean a genuine
love for others.
BELIEVE

Many churches have people come forward and receive
Christ. Then they become members of the church, and
that is where love often ends. A newborn Christian needs
loving guidance in how to study the Bible, conduct quiet
times, and live daily for Christ. With many teens receiving
Christ, this becomes a serious problem.
If these teens, tomorrow's leaders, are not taught how
they should love others, how will they lead other Christians
to walk in love?
Christ said, "Love one another." This is His commandment, and it should not be taken lightly. So many teens
say, "Oh, I'm going to be a missionary when I'm through
school!" Yet the fact is they won't even speak to other
young people in their own church.
How are they ever going to love people who are poor
and ignorant? Many who are reading this will say, "Oh,
that's not me or my friends." Maybe not, but I've seen
it in many churches. To me, ignoring people, and hurting
with words or actions are just as much sins as telling
untrue stories, stealing, or gossip.
We live in very trying days. It is an age when more
emphasis than ever is on things of the devil. Many people
are being drawn into this ungodly life. To win them for
Christ we have to be interested in them, interested enough
to meet them on their level. This does not mean to do the
things they do or go where they go. It means to give
them kindness, friendship, and guidance. And while we're
at it, we may prove that Christians can have fun.
Perhaps a person you know is unsaved and has been
in trouble. You can witness or give understanding and
friendship to him. You should befriend sinners because
Jesus did, and He wants you to do likewise. He went to
publicans and sinners, not to the righteous.
God chooses the person we are to speak to—not us. As
far as the Gospel is concerned, we have no right to say
we will have nothing to do with such and such a person.
God has no room for high-hatted, unconcerned people in
His work.
You should also consider that if you do not have love,
you cannot grow in spiritual maturity. Christians should
be so burdened for souls that they are ready at any time
and at any place to witness for Christ to any person.
I believe that loving concern for others is one of the
first steps in spiritual growth. Many Christians have not
taken this first step. Have you?
—Selected
(8)

EVENTY-NINE children are attending Navajo Mission
Sthrough
School. I serve as matron to twenty-two beginners
third grade and they keep me occupied much of

the time. From the eight beginner girls, I have been hearing much Navajo; also at various times I have listened to
a crying chorus, especially at bedtime. Even this morning
there was knocking at my door. I heard one crying and
after a few minutes I went out. Another girl remarked to
me, "She needs you." Again I am reminded I have a great
part in their life just now. While here with us at school
they need a sense of security. They also need counsel, help
and guidance day by day, hour by hour—inside and outside the classroom.
Our sufficiency is in Him while we serve as part of
the school staff. How we need to constantly pray for each
other!
The Promise Box received from the Missions Office
acquaints us with others who also serve needy mankind
in various areas of God's Vineyard and remind us to pray
in their behalf.
—Margaret E. Witter

JOE HAINES REPORTS
The boys school at Beit Jala, Israeli occupied West Bank,
opened as scheduled. But not without its unscheduled difficulties.
"We are now in our second week of operation although
matters relative to education and schools on the West Bank
are in a very confused state," reports Joe Haines, principal,
in a letter written September 15.
All Jordanian texts are forbidden. Schools are to use the
Israeli government texts. No decision concerning the new
texts had been reached by the Beit Jala staff. If after studying them, the teachers find the new texts adequate, they
will use the books. If not, they will continue to teach without texts.
Approximately two-third of last year's Beit Jala students
lived on the West Bank. Most of them returned. Those on
the East Bank, of course, could not return. Two of the
teachers also live on the East Bank. It was not certain, but
they probably would not be able to return either.
Government schools apparently had not opened as of
September 15. As a result, Haines said, "We have had
literally hundreds of requests to put local boys in the school
as day students." Thirty students were accepted from these
requests. With the 90 boarding students, the total enrollment is 120.
Evangelical Visitor
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didn't pray." These words came from
B four-year-oldweSandra
on the back seat of the car.
UT, DADDY,

I had decided, on the spur of the moment, to conduct
an experiment. Instead of following our usual practice
of bowing our heads for prayer previous to taking our
trip, I started the car and began to back out of the driveway. I wondered, would any of the children notice the
omission? They did. It was voiced immediately by Sandra.
One of the greatest opportunities parents possess, yet
one which is most easily passed by, is to make great moments of family life deeply spiritual in character.
Take this matter of family trips. We started to take
just a moment, before starting on a trip, to pray for God's
guidance and blessing on our travel. It seems like a simple
thing yet it is a meaningful opportunity to teach, not only
the importance of prayer in the ordinary things of life,
but also it is a natural in leading our children to look to
God for guidance and care.

Take the case of one child whose family provided a
large cake, an abundance of new clothes and toys, along
with a sizable gift of money for the occasion. But, with
all the gifts, the child keenly felt neglected by his parents.
There was no sense of really belonging. As he recalls, he
"seemed to sense inside that his parents were avoiding
giving themselves by giving things."
Another young man speaks about the way his family
celebrated his birthday when he was a child. Too poor to
purchase gifts, yet with the cake his mother made and
the candles kept from former birthdays, combined with the
love expressed, he had a deep sense of belonging. Further,
by the way the family shared in making this a great day
and by the way they spoke about their boy and brother
growing older and taller gave him a sense of worth and
well-being. "I remember also," he says, "the prayer my
father prayed at the birthday meal. I knew my family and
God in heaven were interested in me and I belonged to all

Making Family Life Spiritual
John M. Drescher
So it is that many happenings and events of family
life have great potential to instill spiritual insight and
blessing. This does not mean that a prayer or sermon is
inserted at every turn. Not at all. Rather we should seize
those opportunities in family living which can do much
in building our lives and homes for God.
Look for instance, at what the birth of a baby in the
home can mean for the entire family. This is a great moment which can be made deeply spiritual in character.
Each one in the family can share in the great miracle of
life. To thank God together for a new member of the
family and unitedly dedicate the child to God cannot help
but leave an indelible impact upon the family.
"I know," said a young college girl, "that my family
dedicated me to God before and after I was born. With
each new brother or sister, I heard my parents pray
prayers of dedication. I always knew each child in our
family was looked upon as a blessing from God. God's
blessing and guidance was daily prayed upon our lives."
Many times I am struck by the spontaneous expressions
of a child concerning God's creation. At every turn a
child can see God's handiwork. A stroll by some stream
or through the park poses new opportunities of learning
both natural and spiritual. What parent can forget such
questions as, "Daddy, how do the stars stay up in the
sky? What makes some stones round and other stones
sharp? and, How did God make the mountains so high?"
What better questions are ever asked to lead into conversation concerning God's greatness and glory?
Few moments of family life are better for adding
spiritual dimension than birthdays. Birthdays are milestones
in the mind of a child. They can also be spiritual milestones when the emphasis is on belonging and sharing,
and the feeling of belonging and sharing is not realized
by giving of gifts but by giving ourselves. Some children
have received large gifts and all the time felt hated.
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of them." How easy it is for a child's understanding to
move from belonging to such a family to belonging to
God's family.
Pausing for prayer before starting for church Sunday
morning makes church going more than a routine or meaningless ritual. To pray for those who minister and teach
and to ask God for a fresh insight of His will does not
go unrewarded in building a love for God, His church
and His Word.
When young people go away to school or service it
is a great moment in family life. If our homes are to be
spiritual launching platforms from which we send our
children step-by-step to serve a world, then these moments
of launching should carry a spiritual impact. The sharing
of some guiding words from Scripture and the pause in
prayer by the gathered family at such a time is an unforgettable experience.
A young man serving in one of the world's trouble
spots was asked by a friend, "How is it possible for you
to stick it out in such a situation. Aren't the temptations
terrific?" "Yes," he answered, "the temptations are tremendous. But I can still hear my father and mother's
prayer when I was ready to leave home. They prayed
God to keep me from wrong and to help me to be faithful
to Him and to the teaching they sought to give me. I know
my family is praying fervently for me as I serve here."
Marriage is a moment of spiritual significance. It should
be a joyous experience. But too often even Christian young
people can recall their wedding day only as a day of
frills, food and foolish stunts. Here we as Christian parents
are challenged to add spiritual dimension. It is not so
much a time to preach to those getting married as a time to
teach younger children the meaning of marriage. It is a
time for parents to share with children their own love
for each other and how God led them together.
(Continued on page thirteen)
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Scattered
(Continued from page seven)
poles precariously balanced on stones, and the rest of us
sat on the floor—a good practice for keeping one supple
in middle age! A number stayed to pray at the close of
the main service. One can but marvel at the calmness with
which African women accept situations which would send
their western sisters to a psychiatrist. One woman, Ma
Nkala, has an almost intolerable situation with her younger
sister in her home as a second wife. Despite this thorn in
the flesh she faithfully gathers folk for worship under a
tree on Sundays. Do pray for her and her very wayward
husband.
We wished you could have seen the baskets of cooked
sweet potatoes and beans placed in the shade of the church
against the time of the noon meal. When that time came
we were called aside and a woman gave us a basket of
sweet potatoes which she had brought for us. We were
told that the team and the Chief's party were to eat in
the church. We had brought enough cups for the group,
and were soon served with sweetened tea. Outside, close to
two hundred people ate their food and drank hot sweet tea.
Again I had to think—it isn't what you eat, but the spirit in
which you eat it that makes for the deepest fellowship.
Once again the sun was slipping toward the west as
we descended the hill on which the church stands and
went back to camp. It had been a good day. Our hearts
were warmed as we thought of the young woman who, after
services were over, went back into the church to give her
heart to God. Coming out she gave her first testimony as
she knelt at the feet of her brother-in-law and simply said,
"Brother, I have repented." Pray for her; her husband had
been planning to join a false Zionist sect (no connection
with Zionism) which, while using the Bible, has some very
strange beliefs and practices. What this family does, depends much on the brother-in-law mentioned. He showed
real warmth; we pray God will guide him aright.
The young pastor in this area was a joy and inspiration. Finding no service when moving to the area, he
started one. Folks have been saved and his enthusiasm is
truly contagious. There were two other young men, Ndlela
and Life Ncube, who came for the weekend meetings who
have done the same thing in starting services. They literally
soaked up the messages, so real was their hunger for fellowship. Truly, "They being scattered, went preaching the
Word." We were .sorry not to get to their places. Ndlela
was trained at Wanezi Bible Institute and goes around to
the various churches, along with pastoring his own flock.

Before the evening service in a smoke-filled hut, as 1
talked to the women, a bright eyed little boy looked up
at me. "Are you a Christian?" I asked. "Yes, I've repented,"
he answered. "Do you have a Bible?" "No, I've just started
to school, I can't read much yet." Before leaving that village we said that we would leave a Gospel for him at
the place where we were to sleep. Before seven the next
morning he had run the mile and a half from his village to
be sure he got his Gospel. With a glowing face he went
on his way holding Gospels of Luke and John.
During the afternoon, the team had spent time in prayer.
God was in the evening service. An old grandmother, long
backslidden, came back to God. A young man came afterwards to say he wanted to renew his fellowship with God
and return to the Church.
Reluctantly we left the warmth of the fire for the walk
back to the village where we were to sleep. No moon
shone on our path as about nine of us walked single file
following the glow of a flickering lantern. Choruses and
conversation shortened the walk.
Back in the village, we found that Ma Nkala had gone
on before to prepare a tasty meal of stiff porridge, to be
eaten with a rabbit and peanut butter dish which was
really delicious. Tea ended the meal; then gratefully we
set up our cots and crawled into bed.
Next morning brought folks from the village where we
had been the night before. They brought a chicken for a
parting gift. We all gathered in the hut where we had
slept for prayers. What a bond of love had been welded!
Farewells over, we headed the car back to the big road
and civilization.
*

e

e
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*

That night, after a hot bath in a bathtub, we switched
off the electric light, crawled into our smooth, spring bed
and realized that we were home. We realized something
else too: part of our hearts had been left behind with our
brethren who, being scattered, went preaching the Word.

Returning to Rhodesia

Monday—Last Full Day Our

Monday morning a group of twenty-five to thirty came
for a last prayer time before we left. How their love and
appreciation reached out!
We went to the village of Ma Nkala, whom we mentioned previously. They had cleared out their best hut
for us and it now belonged to us for the duration of our
visit. We would go for our service to another village, located near the main group of people. It was decided that
we should stay there till after the evening service rather
than walk the distance twice. These people speak mainly
Shona, so our evangelists found that even their Sindebele
had to be interpreted. Mostly women came to the noon
service. In the afternoon we were served tea with the
sandwiches I had made in the morning from our twoweek old bread. It had been steamed a couple days before in our iron pot. We thought it tasted wonderful!!
(10)

Rev. George and Ethel Bundy, with children (according to age)
Judy, Katharine, Alan, and Bruce. The schedule called for their
sailing from New York to Cape Town o / a October 20.
Remember to send your money gifts for missionaries
early — on or before November 20 — to the Missions
Office. Make check p a y a b l e to Brethren in Christ Missions. Send to either the Canadian office or United
States office. (See details in October 9 issue).
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Inside Brooklyn
Cathy Bowers
"We've become involved
a Negro."

we've felt what it was to be

S

began in Brooklyn with the excitement of a big
parade. It ended with a thankfulness that there was
no big racial parade demonstration. It was a summer of
high tension, mounting pressures, and finally, relief that
summer is over. But the beginning of summer would not
have foretold the emotional feeling of the close of summer.
Brooklyn is a city of contrast. When you think of Brooklyn, you think "Gangs, pick-pocketing, kniving," do you
not? Perhaps you should reconsider.
Brooklyn is a city where over 100 churches have Religious Instruction Classes at 2:00 each Wednesday. Thousands of children are released from school to attend the
church of their choice, each Wednesday of the school year.
UMMER

by a teen girl from Duncannon, Pennsylvania, assisted by
Mrs. John Knepper. Because of WMSA, therefore, we were
able to join in the 1967 parade, and all future Sunday
School parades.
Let me ask you then, is Brooklyn so bad? Brooklyn,
with her Religious Instruction classes and her giant Sunday
School Parades? It was not Brooklyn that had racial riots
this summer, was it? In fact, Brooklyn has not had any
riots, ever, in comparison to the other cities you've been
reading about.
Oh, yes, there's been tension. I attended a mass meeting
where they threatened to burn down the town. But they
didn't do it! I talked face to face with the young man who
was agitating. And I went home trembling. This hatred,
you know, is only a minority, but it is horrible to meet.
The real people, all over Brooklyn, are forming "Block
Associations," in which the adults living on the individual
blocks unite to correct the evils of their surroundings.
This we attempt to do, instead of rioting. Is Brooklyn, then,
so bad? I ask you this, because many of you would cringe
to live here. You would not even allow your sons and
daughters to do Voluntary Service work here. But, I say,
the riots have not been in Brooklyn. They may come to
your town, but they are not here.
This summer, the church has had to face the problems
of the people in her community. The church cannot preach
and sit back and watch suffering. She must become part
of it. How does this happen?
Once a month, we open the parsonage door to all the
adults of our block. The "Block Association" grapples with
the BEAL problems of a people trying desperately to
walk "up the down escalator." I write graphic letters,
knock on doors, and organize. The people know we are
one of them. We've become involved, and this has hurt us.
We bleed, as the Negro bleeds, internally. It has turned
into a summer of hurt; we've felt what it is to be a Negro.
And we're glad summer is over. Perhaps we can retreat
into our winter of isolation. Can we? Ever again?

Renewal
(Continued from page four)
The Brethren in Christ Sunday School banner in the Founding
Day Parade in Brooklyn.

In addition, what other city annually celebrates its
Founding Day, by a giant SUNDAY SCHOOL Parade?
Public Schools are dismissed at noon. Churches filled to
capacity have a half-hour service, after which they proceed to their assigned street to parade. All of Brooklyn is
divided into sections, with the churches in each division
marching on a chosen street in that section. Thus, simultaneously, churches are marching all over the City. Banners are held high; gaily decorated floats carrying the
tiny "nursery" children are hand-pulled down the crowded
streets. Signs proclaiming the Christian message are held
aloft; bands are playing; crowds line the sidewalk. There
is a reviewing stand; high officials are present. What a
glorious way to celebrate Brooklyn's Anniversary Day!
The teenagers of our church worked hard to organize
our first year of marching. Practice was held in the yard
adjoining the church. A family group decorated the float.
June 8 was a great day for our Sunday School, climaxing
with an ice cream, candy and soda party in the yard. We
could not have afforded to buy the banner. It was made
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scratched. Worker training schools and other imaginative
methods must be employed.
5. A renewed emphasis on a person-centered ministry.
Jesus never talked about saving souls; He spoke of saving
people! The task of the church is not collecting spiritual
scalps or accumulating statistics, but reaching people where
they are and lifting them to where they ought to be. This
calls for individual attention.
The terrific turnover in our congregations and the disturbing dropout rate will not be stopped by "average"
figures. Are we content with showing a percentage of
statistical growth without an adequate concern for individuals?
Yes, there is room for renewal in Christian education!
Now is the time for every local and denominational board
of Christian education to take a fresh view of its task and
with the help of God to do a better job. At every level
leadership responsibility must be assumed, creative initiative exercised, and new plans implemented. Together we
can have quality education in the local church that is
worthy of being called Christian.
Adapted from the Sunday

School Journal.

Used by permission.
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Communicating
(Continued from page three)

Founding of Matopo Mission
Part I I I - E N ROUTE TO BULAWAYO
The following excerpt from H. Frances Davidson's book, SOUTH
AND SOUTH CENTRAL AFRICA . . ., tells of some of the impressions made upon the Jesse Engle missionary party as they
travelled from Capetown to Bulawayo.—Feature Editor

At last the time came when it was considered safe to
move out, . . . Mrs. Lewis had given us a nice large tent,
16 x 16 feet, which could be used as a dwelling place while
huts were being built, and she had also on her trip north
met some of the white people of Bulawayo who were ready
to assist us. Other friends at Cape Town also kindly helped
us on the way.
On April 28, 1898, we took the train at Cape Town,
bound for Bulawayo, 1,362 miles inland. We traveled four
days and four nights in a comfortable coach and reached
the place May 2. The same journey formerly required six
months and longer with an ox team. We passed through
only a few towns worthy the name; Kimberly, the center
of the diamond mines, being the principal one. Some of
the country through which we passed looked like a desert;
not a blade of grass to be seen, but the red sand is covered
with bushes. This is known as the Karroo, and, as rain
seldom falls on much of this land, one is surprised to see
flocks of sheep and here and there an ostrich farm. There
are many flat-topped mountains and hills, at the foot of
which one occasionally catches sight of a farmhouse with
its accompanying sheep pen. A letter sent to America at
the time adds:
Parts greatly resemble Kansas prairies, while the
last four or five hundred miles of the journey the
country looks like old, deserted orchards. We were
also introduced to African life in its primitive state,
and during the latter part of the journey no white
people were visible save the few connected with the
railway service, but many native huts were to be seen.
Some were made of mud, others formed of poles covered with various-colored cloth, forming a veritable
patchwork, while the natives in semi-nude condition
came crowding about the car windows, begging for
money and food. How my heart bled for these poor
souls! Although the railroad was built, ostensibly, for
the purpose of developing the commercial and mining
interests of the country; yet, as I looked upon these
poor natives, I wondered whether the real purpose of
it under the Providence of God was not to bring the
gospel to them. Other missionaries are here before us,
but I believe we are the first to make use of the new
railroad for this purpose.
(12)

And then, there are those who cannot cope with all
that is going on around them. They are afraid to face
reality and the pressing issues of life. And so they endeavor
to escape—to get away from it all—by joining the cult of
psychedelic drugs.
Getting "turned on" with LSD, DMT, DET, or DPT is
not the answer, as many learn the hard way. The latter
condition is worse than the former. After a recent "trip"
with LSD, one experimenter reported, "The four weeks
which followed . . . gradually became a living hell. I
seemed to be spiritually lost, wandering in a great void
between heaven and earth."
A recent report compiled over a period of seven weeks
by undergraduate journalists at a leading eastern university
revealed that 15 per cent of the school's 3,200 undergraduates had tried dope in one form or another.
Elsewhere in the country it has been reported through
a national poll that in some areas 85 per cent of the teenagers sometimes drink and 90 per cent smoke.
Young people today know that "now is the hour." They
fully believe there is a lot of living to be done and they
are trying to do it all at once. The tragedy is that with all
of their attempts to "live," to escape from the depressing
and demoralizing things of life, to find some meaning for
it all, they are futilely sampling glittering, empty substitutes
for the only real source of life and living, the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Stop! This Isn't It!

How can we reach them? What can be done to intercept
them as they accelerate to an eternity without Jesus Christ?
The churches are grasping at straws today, trying anything
and everything to hold the young people they've got, without even considering reaching out to win new ones.
What is the answer? Is it to be found in the social
activities provided for them—the hayride, barbecue, beach
party, or youth banquet? Hardly. Young people have more
than enough social activity and entertainment.
Well, perhaps it might be found in service? That's a
good word. Let's keep them busy "doing," becoming involved in the needs of others—that spirit of brotherhood.
After all, look how many have joined the Peace Corps.
No? Well, then it must be a religious experience. Perhaps we can help them find the answer through dialogue
and discussion and religious experimentation? This way
they can "find themselves" and feel as if they haven't just
accepted someone else's theories.
Still no? Well, let's have the answer then. What is the
big secret, the ultimate panacea that will straighten out
all of these wonderful, restless, confused youngsters?
There Is An Answer

Jesus Christ is the answer. The problem we face is
how to communicate Him to the modern student mind.
In this area of presenting to the "now generation" the
power of Jesus Christ and the reality of the new life in
Him, we are only scratching the surface. But, I believe
it can be done; and it must be done, by the grace of God.
Adapted from The Pentecostal

Evangel.

Used by permission.
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MESSIAH COLLEGE

Brethren in Christ Students Increase
The percentage of Brethren in Christ students attending Messiah College has again increased with the opening of 1967-68 academic year. A two per cent increase brings the
total to 49 per cent.

The Parish Grant
Your pastor recently received a letter regarding the progress of the Parish
Grant program. A copy of this letter is included here for your information:
Dear Pastor:
I write to request that you pass on to your Church Board and congregation the information as to where the church stands in their 1967 General
Conference commitment to the support of Messiah College.
The approved conference budget calls for $70,000 to be given for operational assistance to the College from the congregations of the church. With
seventy-five per cent of the year completed, we have received $18,234.78,
which is approximately twenty-five per cent of the total budget need.
It is imperative that the $70,000 figure be met by December 31 since the
College has honored nearly $50,000 in Parish Grant Aids to the Brethren in
Christ students for this year. These are new grants for which Messiah College
must receive new money. As you see, this leaves only $20,000 for actual
operations as contributed by the church congregations. We earnestly request
that you pass on to your people the urgency of meeting the $70,000 conference
figure which will cover the Parish Grant Aid of nearly $50,000 and the
$20,000 for operations in order that they may be prepared to render prayer
and financial support for this need.
Sincerely yours,
D. Ray Hostetter
President

Among the thirty-five other denominations
represented in the student body the Evangelical United Brethren ranks first with thirty-two
students enrolled and the Lutheran and Mennonite denominations second and third with
thirty and eighteen respectively.
Besides the 356 Pennsylvania students,
others come from fifteen different states scattered from Oregon to Florida as well as eleven
foreign countries.
Berlin Mozart Choir to Sing
November 9, 1967, the Berlin Mozart Choir,
composed of thirty-eight young voices trained
as an a cappella choir, will render a program
featuring a wide selection from 16th and 17th
century masters plus numbers from contemporary composers and spirituals. This is the
major Music-Lecture feature this year. The
program will start at 8:00 p.m. and the admission is $2.50.
Christian College Day—November 19
Christian College Sunday will be observed
on November 19. Many congregations have
requested assistance from the College to plan
their services. If you are interested in receiving assistance from the College, your request should be received immediately.

Making Family Life Spiritual
(Continued from page nine)
"I remember when my cousin was married," said a
happily married young wife, "how my parents, on the way
home from the wedding, shared something of the joy they
experienced when they were married. When they told us
that their love for each other and their happiness now was
greater than ever, I felt a sense of well-being that has given
me stability many times since. That experience has cast
a light across my entire life that I feel I could not live
without."
Even the death of a friend or of one in the family
can be a moment of a growing spiritual experience. Such
an experience can be the means of instilling confidence in
God far beyond and different from nearly any other experience. Here, in the time of separation and what seems
to be the end, the child can be taught by the spirit,
attitude and words of parents, those things which are
eternal. Here, for the Christian, is the opportunity to share
deeply in the sorrow which is normal, but also to show
clearly that faith in God frees us from fatalism and hopelessness. Even in the fact of death a family's faith can
flower forth.
*
In our family it was the practice to take all the children
to the funeral of a relative or friend. The way in which
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my father and mother shed tears of sorrow and sympathy,
the words of hope they spoke to the bereaved and the
Christian message preached on such occasions have helped
much in giving to me a blessed and living hope.
In Deuteronomy 6:6, 7 God tells us that the task of
teaching and using available moments to teach is no hit
and run method. "And these words which I command you
this day shall be upon thy heart; and you shall teach them
diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when
you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way,
and when you lie down, and when you rise."
So it is that we, as parents, have precious opportunities
to relate all life to God. But opportunities are passing
things. Opportunities must be seized immediately or they
are lost. We are called to make the most of every opportunity for God in the only family we will ever have. We are
called to make our families demonstration centers of Christian living.
If, as Henry Drummond wrote, "The family circle is
the supreme conductor of Christianity," then we must
hallow the daily duties and delights of family living with
the touch of the Divine.
(13)

CHURCH NEWS

"Trial of Mr. Nominal Christian" was the
title of a play presented by the Christ's Crusaders of Fairview, Ohio, October 1.

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Several carloads of persons from the Antrim
congregation, Pa., spent Saturday, September
30, in a painting project at Camp Brookhaven,
N. Y.

Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski, serving with
the Mexican Evangelistic Mission, reported of
their experiences to the Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio, September 28.

Student-community Sunday was observed by
the Grantham congregation, Pa., October 8.
Messiah College students were invited into
the homes of members of the congregation for
dinner.

"Christian Ministries of Mental Health" was
discussed by Larry R. Yoder, assistant administrator of Oaklawn Psychiatric Center, in an illustrated message to the Nappanee congregation, Ind., October 15.

An Evening of Music was held by the Air
Hill congregation, Sunday evening, September
24. The evening featured local and guest talent, congregational singing and a meditation
by Pastor Roger Witter.
The Christ's Crusaders of Montgomery, Pa.,
recently featured interviews and pictures from
those of their group who participated in Summer Service Projects.
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
The Sunday school of the Bellevue Park
Church, Harrisburg, Pa., is offering three adult
elective courses this quarter: "Messages from
the Prophets" (International lessons); "Thirteen Men W h o Changed the World" (character sketches of the Apostles); and "Leviticus
and Deuteronomy" (Aldersgate Biblical Series).
Dr. Thorwald Bender, Professor of Philosophy of Religion and Theology of Eastern
Baptist Seminary, was guest minister for a
week-end Bible Conference, October 7 and 8,
for the Manor congregation, Pa.
Installation of Sunday school teachers for the
Refton congregation, Pa., took place in a
Sunday School Conference, held Sunday evening, September 17. The evening began with a
covered dish luncheon. The children were directed in a separate evening's program while
the adults engaged in fellowship and discussion centered in the Sunday school's activities.
The film, "The Great Challenge" was shown.
"Missions in the Midnight Hour" was the
theme of a missionary conference held by the
Free Grace congregation, Pa., September 9-10.
Missionaries who participated were: Gladys
Lehman, Velma Brillinger, Nancy Kreider,
Erma Lehman, Rev. J. Wilmer Heisey, and
Rev. and Mrs. David Climenhaga.

Four hundred forty-two persons registered
for the Allegheny and Atlantic Sunday School
Convention held at Messiah College, September 23. The Convention Theme, "What God
Wants To Do," was carried out both in the
addresses and the workshops. R. Donald
Shafer, director of Sunday Schools of the
Brethren in Christ Church, opened the convention, addressing the registrants on the theme,
"What God Wants to Do through Your Sunday
School." The day was concluded by Henry A.
Ginder, Bishop of the Allegheny Conference,
speaking on "What God Wants to Do through
You."
Workshops were conducted in three onehour sessions throughout the day. Twentythree subjects related to Christian education
in the local church's program were covered in
the workshop hours. Some of these were led
by experienced church workers of the Allegheny-Atlantic conferences, others were dircted by leaders in the evangelical Sunday

Btom
BIRREL—John Mark, Jr., born May 4, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. John Mark Birrel, Cedar
Springs congregation, Pa.
FRETZ—Janet Elizabeth, bom September 27,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Fretz, Oak
Ridges congregation, Ontario.
GREGG — David William, born August 16,
1967, adopted by Mr. and Mrs. William Gregg,
Covina, Calif.
HATCHER—Tara Fain and Kara Jane, twin
daughters, born October 2, 1967, to Mr and
Mrs. Roy Hatcher, Valley View congregation,
Roanoke, Va.

The Bridlewood congregation, Ontario, has
just completed the building of a parsonage on
the north end of the church lot; the former
parsonage was sold shortly before the new
one was ready for occupancy.

HOCK—Brian Lee, born September 10, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hock, Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pa.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
A group of eighteen Brethren in Christ
students and wives, attending various northern
Indiana colleges, gathered in fellowship at the
Nappanee Church under the direction of Pastors Norman Bert and David Wenger.
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REVIVAL SERVICES
John Schock at Oak Ridges, O n t , October
25-November 5; Paul McBeth at Air Hill, Pa.,
October 25-November 5; Charlie Byers at
Bertie, Ont., beginning November 6; Albert
Engle at Fairview, Ohio, November 5-19; Lane
Hostetter at Palmyra, Pa., November 19-26.

Allegheny - Atlantic
Sunday School Convention

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Bishop E. J. Swalm was guest speaker in
the Sunday morning service of the Bertie congregation, October 15.

A team of adult VBS workers from Brethren in Christ churches in Ontario and the
Centennial Gospel Crusaders Choir were a
means of inspiration and help to Pastor and
Mrs. Eldon Byer in their efforts in the Virginiatown area of northern Ontario.

PACIFIC CONFERENCE
The Sunday schools of Chino, Calif., and
Grants Pass, Ore., have challenged each other
to an attendance contest during October. The
Sunday school having the greatest percentage
increase in attendance over a year ago will
receive a bouquet of flowers from the other.

KEEPER—Jerrald Lee, born April 26, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Keefer, Free Grace
congregation, Pa.
SMiTH-Lisa Ellen, born September 22, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Smith, Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pa.

BRANTNER-OLDHAM — Miss Alice Grace Oldham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Oldham, New Paris, Pa., and Mr. Carl Brantner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brantner, Lurgan,

school movement: Peter H. D. Graff, eastern
director of Christian education for Scripture
Press Publications; Arthur L. Funkhouser,
eastern regional representative for Gospel Light
Publications; Donald M. Joy, executive editor
of Sunday school literature for the Free Methodist Church; and Carl B. Powell, minister of
education at St. Paul's Evangelical Bible
Church, Camden, New Jersey.
Recognition was given to nine Sunday schools
who had at least 10% of their enrollment
present for the convention, and to twentythree Sunday schools who had at least 5% of
their enrollment present.
Roy J. Peterman, pastor of the Manor Brethren in Christ Church served as convention director. David McBeth, secretary of the Sunday
School Commission, coordinated the day's
activities. Those serving with them on the
convention committee were Henry Hunsberger,
Atlantic Conference, and Ezra Martin, Allegheny Conference.

Pa., were united in marriage August 19, 1967,
in the Springhope Brethren in Christ Church.
Pastor Hubert Stern performed the ceremony,
assisted by Rev. Leon Herr.
BVER-WILSON — Miss Mary Leone Wilson,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W . Sheldon Wilson,
Fordwich, Ontario, became the bride of Mr.
Charles Daniel Byer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Levi Byer, Bluevale, Ontario, September 2,
1967.^ The ceremony was performed by the
bride's father.
DANIELS-GINDER — Miss Ruth Ellen Ginder,
daughter of Bishop and Mrs. Henry A. Ginder,
Mechanicsburg, Pa., and Mr. John Ronald
Daniels, son of Lt. Col. and Mrs. John H. Daniels, Jr., Lancaster, Pa., were united in marriage September 30, 1967, in Lancaster Church
of the Brethren. Dr. John D. Long and Bishop
Henry A. Ginder, father of the bride, officiated.
KLTKE-BAER — Miss Kathryn Ruth Baer,
daughter of Mrs. Cecil James' Baer, Shippensburg, Pa., and Mr. Paul Robert Kline, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kline, Montoursville,
Pa., were united in marriage September 30,
1967, in the Montoursville Brethren in Christ
Church. Pastor John L. Bundy officiated,
assisted by Rev. Joseph Conley.
STANSFIELD-SENSEMAN—Miss Dorothy Esther
Senseman, daughter of Mrs. Catherine A.
Senseman, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and Mr. John
H. Senseman, Elizabeth, New Jersev, became
the bride of Mr. Merritt G. Stansfield, Duncannon, Pa, September 23, 1967, in the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church. Pastor Simon Lehman, Jr., officiated, assisted by
Rev. E. H. Wenger.

Evangelical Visitor

Odcteta/ZMA
GISH—J. Harvey Gish, native of Pennsylvania,
was born November 20, 1875, and passed away
September 5, 1967. He moved with his family
and five other families to Kansas when he was
a small boy; later in life he moved to Upland,
California.
He was united in marriage to Martha Rebecca Witter in 1899. At an early age he was
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ. He was a member of the Upland congregation at the time of his death.
H e is survived by three children: Helen,
Upland; Chester, Arcadia, California; and Mrs.
Evelyn Book, Akron, Ohio. T e n grandchildren, seven great grandchildren, two sisters and
two brothers also survive.
The funeral service was conducted by Pasto Elbert N. Smith and Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder. Interment was in Bellevue Mausoleum.
RIFE—Mrs. Susan H. Rife, age 86, Mechanicsburg, Pa., died August 24, 1967, at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg. She was a member of
the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church.
She is survived by five sons: Raymond and
Paul, both of Mechanicsburg; Merle and Rev.
Charles Rife, both of Chambersburg; and Harold, Toledo, Ohio; and two daughters: Mrs.
Mervin Bear, Canada, and Mrs. Merle Lehman,
Newville, Pa. One sister, thirty-two grandchildren, fifty-four great-grandchiidren and one
great-great-grandchild also survive.
T h e funeral service was held in the Air Hill
Brethren in Christ Church; Rev. Simon Lehman, Jr. and Rev. Harvey B. Musser officiated.
Interment was in Air Hill Cemetery.
THKUSH—Elizabeth C. Thrush was born September 30, 1894, and passed away August 20,
1967, in the Chambersburg Hospital, Chambersburg, Pa. She was a member of the Mt.
Rock Brethren in Christ Church. Her husband,
Samuel L. Thrush, preceded her in death in
1961; together they had served the congregation in the office of deacon.
She is survived by three daughters: Mrs.
Paul B. Wingert, Fayetteville; Mrs J. Wilbur
Burkholder, Chambersburg, and Mrs. Harold
Mellinger, Mt. Joy; and four sons: E. Arthur,
Samuel A. and Donald E., all of Shippensburg;
and Kenneth E., Chambersburg. Twenty-five
grandchildren, five brothers and one sister also
survive.
The funeral service was held in the Air Hill
Brethren in Christ Church. Rev. Harry Bert
and Bishop Charlie Byers officiated. Interment
was in the Air Hill cemetery.
WINGER—Miss Edith Winger was born May
3, 1882 and passed away August 31, 1967.
She united with the Bertie Brethren in Christ
Church, Ontario, in her early teens.
She is survived by one sister, Mrs. Alice
Herring.
The funeral service was held in the Bertie
Brethren in Christ Church; Rev. William Charlton officiated, assisted by Pastor Wilbur W.
Benner. Interment was in the Bertie Cemetery.
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1971—Possible Date for Second
World Congress on Evangelism
Approximately one year after the Oct. 26Nov. 4, 1966 World Congress on Evangelism
in Berlin comes the announcement that a second conclave will probably be held in 1971.

October 23, 1967

Dr. W. Stanley Mooneyham, vice-president
of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association in
charge of international relations, divulged the
information at the Fifth International Laymen's
Retreat of the United Missionary Church in
Hudson, Ohio. Dr. Mooneyham said the world
congress would be preceded by a series of
continental congresses on evangelism.
C&MA World Headquarters to Nyack
The international headquarters of the Christian and Missionary Alliance, since 1887 in
New York City, will move from Manhattan to
Nyack, N. Y., on a 38-acre site on the Hudson
River in the town which has housed its training
school for 75 years.
Dr. Nathan Bailey, president of the Alliance,
said plans are being drafted for a modern office
building and other facilities at the new location.
Heart Attack Takes Dr. V. Raymond
Edman During Chapel Address
While speaking in Edman Chapel at Wheaton College, Sept. 22, on "The Presence of the
King," Chancellor V. Raymond Edman collapsed and died of a heart attack at 67.
The beloved "prexy" had been making his
first public appearance in 10 months to deliver a favorite address. He compared his
preparations for an audience with King Haile
Selassie of Ethopia with a Christian's preparation for confronting Christ.
Edman served as a missionary to Ecuador
among the Quichua Indians early in his life
under the Christian and Missionary Alliance
and was editor of its official publication, The
Alliance Witness, at the time of his death.
CMS Medical Insurance to
Cover Missionaries
A new program of group health protection
for missionaries will cover an individual for up
to $15,000 worth of health care a year, according to the sponsoring agency, the Christian
Medical Society. Both hospital and doctor bills
will be covered in the new plan for missionary
agencies seldom getting adequate health insurance.
"The reasons for this lack are that the peculiar health problems of missionaries, the unpredictability of costs in other countries and
the small size of most mission groups make
adequate insurance a problem," a CMS spokesman said.
"Missionary Health Program" is the title of
the plan which will allow missionaries to enjoy special rates by joining a much larger
group of insured persons. MHP-CMS will be
an administrative intermediary between mission boards and an underwriter, John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Boston,
Massachusetts.
Canterbu'v: "Pav T,ess Attention tr> P - ' W
Attempts by fellow Episcopal bishops to
prosecute the Rt. Rev. James A. Pike are regrettable, said the Archbishop of Canterbury
during a three-day visit to San Francisco.
The Most Rev. Dr. Arthur Michael Ramsey,
primate of the Church of England, said he had
read most of Bishop Pike's works and found
them to be "superficial stuff."
"He's not a profound tHnker or a great
scholar," Dr. Ramsey said, adding that the
heresy charge against Bishop Pike "advertises the man and his work and gives it an
importance it doesn't deserve."
Entire Mass in English Will
Beem on Oct. 22
The Mass will be offered entirely in English
for the first time in U.S. Catholic churches on
Oct. 22. The text to be used was approved by
the American bishops last June. The Holv See
approved its use on a temporary basis.

48,000 Christmas Bundles
Begin Their Travels
Christmas bundles will bring a delighted
smile to 48,000 children during the 1967
Christmas season. The mounds of bright, towelwrapped bundles generate sparkly-eyed, eager
youngsters. Bundle distributions often give the
distributors a chance to tell those receiving the
bundles the story of Christ and His love for
man.
The 48,000 bundles received this year tops
last year's total by 2,000. They came from
individuals and groups in the United States and
Canada. A total of 1,242 volunteers came to
the centers to help double check the contents
of the bundles.
This year the bundles have been shipped to
Algeria, Burundi, Bolivia, Congo, Hong Kong,
Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Korea, Jordan, Paraguay, Tanzania, and Taiwan.
Largest Kansas Crowd at
Closing Graham Crusade
A record-breaking crowd jammed the Municipal Stadium in Kansas City for the final
meeting of Billy Graham's 10-day "Heart of
America Crusade" which opened Sept. 8.
An estimated 53,000 people gathered for the
closing service, registering the largest crowd
ever to gather at the stadium, and one of the
largest in Kansas City for any event.
More than 364,000 attended the services
throughout the campaign—Graham's only U.S.
meeting for 1967.
Xe'ovision Vnl^qtion Month
October 1967 has been designated as Television Valuation Month by the Methodist
church. This is a part of a project started by
the Methodists which offers a "guide to action"
for American Christians to express a "new level
of Christian responsibility toward television."
This responsibility can be exercised, suggest
the Methodists, "by viewing TV more thoughtfully, conscious of your Christian viewpoint; by
discussing your feelings with your family and
with fellow church members; and by reporting your reactions with cards and letters to
TV stations."
The Television Valuation project confronts
Christians with such personal questions as:
"How have my values been changed by watching T ^ ? Am I more tolerant of "inferior
values'? Because so many people 'die' in TV
dramas, does this affect my feeling of the
value of each human life? Is it as easy for me
to think of other people as 'children of God'
as it used to b e ? "
Protestant Missionaries
D w ' i d l i n g in Angola
The number of Protestant missionaries in
Angola, Portugal's western African possession,
has dropped to about 65 from more than 250
six years ago. No new missionaries have been
authorized by the government since early
1964.
The New York Times stated that the Portuguese authorities in Angola hold t h e Protestant missions largely responsible for the
nationalist insurrection, which has been waged
in limited areas for the past six years.
Russian Bantists Enroll at
Scl>"ol in London
Three Russians who flew direct from Moscow to something of a "V.I.P. welcome" in
London are the latest students to enter the
famed Spurgeon's Baptist College here.
They are Benjamin Fedichkin, 36, an assistant pastor of the Moscow Baptist church;
Dmitri Krasenkov, 40, a preacher at the same
church; and Leonid Tkachenko, 40, the
church's choir conductor. All are married and
have children.
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Lutheran Anniversary Rites Will
Not Be Broadcast Live
T h e observance of the 450th anniversary
of the Reformation, beginning Oct. 31 in
Wittenberg, will not be given live coverage
on East German radio or television, officials
of the East German government announced.
T h e y said that parts of some ceremonies will
be filmed for use in regular news broadcasts.
Applications for permission to broadcast the
ceremonies directly to West Germany were
turned down also.
Beyond These Hills
Admitting that " I got off on the wrong
foot and I was critical," evangelist Billy
Graham today says "I'm a convert!" to the
War on Poverty. Dr. Graham makes this statement in a brochure describing "Beyond These
Hills," a community action film produced for
the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington, D. C.
"Beyond These Hills" is the story of a
small, rural community located in Avery
County, North Carolina. T h e people in this
county "squeeze out a living gathering wild
leaves—decorative touches for a city florist.
They call any man an optimist who hopes to
earn more than $1000 a year."
This film reveals the
accomplishments
through "community action" of the people of
Avery County: changing their economy by
marketing handicrafts, helping their young
children through Head Start, giving adults a
new chance through Adult Education, and
bringing new convenience to the community
through a community waterworks system.
These accomplishments are presented in the
film as viewed through the eyes of Dr. Graham
who accompanied Sargent Shriver, OEO Director, on a tour of the county. The film
concludes with a discussion between these
two men on the problem of poverty.
"This is the first time in seventeen years of
going up and down this country preaching
that I've testified or spoken for anything like
this before and the reason I'm doing it is
because I believe it," commented Dr. Graham.
"I've been asked to serve on a dozen different
things and I've said 'no' because I felt I
didn't want to get involved in anything that
could be considered partisan politics and I
don't think the poverty program ought to be
involved in politics."
Moravian Provinces May Enter
Church Union Consultations
The International Synod of the Moravian
Church, meeting in Potstejn, Czechoslovakia,
in its first session in 10 years, gave its various
provinces the right' to enter into consultation
aimed at church union.
Provinces are the national or regional affiliates of the International Synod. There are
two provinces, Northern and Southern, in the
Moravian Church of America.
The Synod, however, urged provinces not
to disconnect themselves from the international
body unless it was clear that national unions
of churches were carried out in full obedience
to "the will and purpose of the Lord of the
One Church."
David R. Enlow Named 'Alliance Witness'
Associate Editor
Ending 15 years as director of publications
for the Christian Business Men's Committee
International and editor of its magazine "Contact," David R. Enlow has accepted the position of Associate Editor of "The Alliance
Witness," by-weekly periodical of The Christian and Missionary Alliance.
Enlow has written and compiled three
books: Men Aflame, Men Twice Born and
Men Made New.
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NHA Dedicates Monument at
Vineland, New Jersey
Church leaders and laymen from throughout
the United States gathered in Vineland, New
Jersey recently to dedicate a memorial commemorating the 100th anniversary of the National Holiness Association.
Dr. Delbert Rose, the NHA historian and
featured speaker stated in his address, that
"from the first meeting held in Vineland in July
of 1867, arose a movement that has given inspiration for over 900 annual camp meetings
being held today across the United States of
America. It has been responsible for missionary activity that has reached around the world
. . . Although planned and launched by eastcoast Methodist ministers, the Vineland Camp
Meeting was held for all Christians."
Dr. Rose quoted t h e concluding paragraph
of the initial invitation to the meeting a century ago: "Come, brothers and sisters of the
various denominations and let us, in this forestmeeting, as in other meetings for t h e promotion of holiness, furnish an illustration of evangelical union, and make common supplication
for the descent of the Spirit upon ourselves,
the church, the nation, and the world."
Dr. Rose said, "More than 10,000 people
(some say as many as 15,000) responded to
the 1867 invitation . . . "While the sponsors
of t h e Vineland Camp were Methodist ministers in good standing in their respective
annual conferences, the Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Baptists, Friends and Lutherans
mingled freely with their Methodist brethren
in this park. Several ministers of these nonMethodist bodies were among the many seekers for the baptism with the Spirit of purity
and power."
The Vineland dedication was the first major
event to take place during the NHA's 100th
anniversary year being heralded world wide
as a "Year of Dedication."
New Commentary in Preparation
A new and comprehensive twenty-four volume Bible Commentary is in preparation b y
Word Books of Waco, Texas. Non-denominational in character, it will contain the work of
evangelical scholars representing many denominations.
The Word Bible Commentary
will not be
written for the technical Bible student alone,
but will present the clear and natural meaning
of the Scriptures to laymen, church educators,
students and pastors. First volumes of the
Word Bible Commentary will be available in
Fall, 1968.
Orthodox Priest Puts Blame for
Hippies on the Home
How do hippies—who get high on weeds and
bug out of life—get that way? An Orthodox
priest from the Haight-Ashbury hippie district
of San Francisco put the blame squarely on
the home, and not the hippie. "The hippie is
a victim of one of those greatest tragedies,"
said Father Gregory Ofiesh, "the total lack of
love in his home."

Vietnam: The Church's Dilemma
Paul Longacre, Acting Director for Asia
"Vietnam is going up in smoke and more
refugees are being created weekly," Gene
Stoltzfus, a Mennonite worker with International Voluntary Service in Vietnam, wrote recently. "The pain and sorrow is not deserved
and the American government and people hold
deep responsibility for much of what is happening. The bombs are falling heavier than ever
and the Vietnamese resolve to resist is increasing. More and more of the countryside is becoming a deserted bomb crater and death is visiting
more and more families. And still our President can give the impression in his news conferences that the situation is improving. W e
don't and won't see it. History is against the
American policy."
Seldom in the history of the peace churches
have we found it so difficult to resolve a dilemma of our relationship to government. T h e dilemma is focused on our program and personnel in Vietnam. Right answers are elusive.
Our workers in Vietnam participate in a daily
predicament. From the beginning of our work,
they sensed the dilemma of seeing and serving
the needy while at the same time being identified to some degree with the very cause of the
needs. As a church we must back them in
their search through this problem; indeed, the
dilemma is ours. History may well judge the
American activity in Vietnam in the same
way that Gemany was judged at Nuremberg.
Christian responsibility demands that the
church speak. But from what stance can the
church best speak? Can we speak from Vietnam, where a vocal protest easily becomes a
widely publicized political stance? MCC was
invited by the church and by the Vietnamese
government to serve in Vietnam in a relief role.
Our commitment to the Vietnamese people and
the Vietnamese protestant church is one of a
long-term commitment. It began before the intense hostilities that mark the present scene and
hopefully will be able to continue after they
cease. A publicized protest by relief workers
may be a denial of this invitation and result in
our inability to continue serving.
Thus, MCC workers in Vietnam are not really
free to protest. Yet they cannot watch the disintegration of a people and a society without
speaking out. The church and individuals here
must give expression for them. If w e fail to
speak, we make it impossible for them to work
in Vietnam. Our failure intensifies their dilemOur cries to US policy makers concerning
the war in Vietnam has more substance because, as a church, we are there. W e must
continue to serve the Vietnamese people in their
time of greatest suffering by both relief efforts
and vigorous pleas to our government to change
its destructive course in Vietnam.
Christians have been speaking, but the war
intensifies. So must our witness.

